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Abstract 

 
This paper presents the development of an adaptive image segmentation algorithm 
designed for the identification of the skin cancer and pigmented lesions in dermoscopy 
images. The key component of the developed algorithm is the Adaptive Spatial K-Means 
(A-SKM) clustering technique that is applied to extract the color features from skin cancer 
images. Adaptive-SKM is a novel technique that includes the primary features that 
describe the color smoothness and texture complexity in the process of pixel assignment. 
The A-SKM has been included in the development of a flexible color-texture image 
segmentation scheme and the experimental data indicates that the developed algorithm is 
able to produce accurate segmentation when applied to a large number of skin cancer 
(melanoma) images. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Skin cancer is one of the most common types of cancer and it can affect people at any age. It is a 
malignant tumor that develops changes in the skin texture and color, but it can be cured in more than 
90% of cases, if the skin tumor is detected and treated in the early stages. There are two types of skin 
cancer, namely malignant melanoma and non-melanoma (basal cell and squamous cell carcinoma) [1]. 
Melanoma is more dangerous and can be fatal if untreated and a number of commercially available 
systems are designed for the analysis of pigmented skin lesions. Two representative systems are the 
SolarScan [2] and the microDERM dermoscopy unit [3]. It is useful to note that these systems are 
designed primarily to accurately capture skin images and not for automated detection of skin cancer 
images which is the aim of the image segmentation technique detailed in this paper.   
     The first step in the identification of the skin cancer is to determine accurately the lesion 
boundaries using various image processing techniques that provide important information for accurate 
diagnosis. The clinical parameters of pigmented lesions are known as ABCD’s of skin cancer 
(asymmetry, border irregularity, color variation and diameter greater than 6 mm [1]) and are calculated 
with respect to the lesion’s border. Automated skin cancer detection in dermoscopy images is a 
challenging task due to several reasons: a) low contrast between the lesion and the surrounding skin, 
b) irregular and fuzzy lesion borders, c) artifacts such as skin texture, air bubbles and hair, and d) non-
uniform coloring inside the lesion [4]. There has been a significant amount of research work dedicated 
to the development of automated methods for segmentation of skin cancer images and the most 
relevant publications include the work of Binder et al [5], Ganster et al [6] and Xu et al [7]. 
     In this paper the color and texture features are included in a compound mathematical descriptor to 
optimally extract the melanoma in skin cancer images. In this regard, texture is analyzed using the 
Local Binary Patterns (LBP)[8], while color information is extracted from the input data using the 
Adaptive SKM clustering procedure.  
 

2  Image Segmentation Algorithm 
 
The main components of the developed image segmentation algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 1. The 
key component of the algorithm is the Adaptive Spatial K-Means clustering algorithm that is included 
in the development of a split and merge color-texture segmentation framework. 



 
Fig. 1. Overview of the image segmentation algorithm. 

 
The performance of the standard K-Means algorithm is modest since this space partitioning technique 
is sensitive to local variation in color and image noise. In addition the cluster initialization for standard 
K-Means algorithm is based on a random procedure and this may force the algorithm to converge to 
incorrect decisions (local minima). To alleviate the problems generated by the random initialization 
procedure we initialize the cluster centers with the dominant colors which are the peaks of the color 
histogram calculated from the image resulting after the application of color quantization (we applied 
linear quantization and the resulting image has 8 colors for each color axis – 3 bits resolution). We 
applied color quantization because the color histogram of the original image is sparsely populated and 
the peaks in the histogram are not statistically relevant. 
     To eliminate the problems associated with the classic K-Means algorithm we developed a new 
clustering scheme named the Adaptive Spatial K-Means. The novelty of this algorithm resides in the 
process of assigning the data points into K (for this implementation K=5) clusters by evaluating along 
with the pixel color information, two more distributions that sample the local color smoothness and the 
local texture complexity. In this regard to sample the local color smoothness, the image is filtered with 
an adaptive diffusion scheme [9], while the texture complexity is sampled by filtering the input image 
with a gradient operator. Thus, during the space partitioning process, the developed algorithm attempts 
to optimize the fitting of the diffusion and gradient distributions in a local neighborhood (5×5, 7×7, 
9×9 and 11×11 window size-chosen adaptively, see Eq. 1) around the pixel under analysis, with the 
diffusion and gradient distributions for each cluster. The purpose of the A-SKM algorithm is to 
minimize the following global objective function:  
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where n is the total number of pixels, is the local color smoothness distribution (calculated from 

the diffusion filtered image) for the data point x
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i, cj is the center of the cluster j, is the local 

color smoothness distribution for cluster j,  is the local texture complexity (calculated from the 

gradient data) for data point x
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i,  is the texture complexity for cluster j and KSM is the 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov metric bounded in the interval [0,2]. The local neighborhood is sampled by the 
local window size given by the parameter w. The developed algorithm is convergent and to improve 
the computational overhead we have applied the K-Means algorithm in a standard form for the first 5 
iterations and then spatial and color continuity constraints are evaluated. The color segmentation result 
is further refined by joining the image regions resulting from the A-SKM algorithm, based on the 
evaluation of inter region variability. In this regard, we have developed a post-processing step that 
joins the image regions resulting from the A-SKM algorithm based on region adjacency graph and 
color similarity. 

H

     The image segmentation method used for this implementation is based on a split and merge 
framework that evaluates adaptively the color and texture information. The first step of the algorithm 
recursively splits the image hierarchically into four sub-blocks using the texture information extracted 
using the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) method [8]. The splitting decision evaluates the uniformity 
factor of the region under analysis that is sampled using the Kolmogorov Smirnov metric. In this 
regard, the pairwise similarity values of the four sub-blocks are calculated and the ratio between the 
highest and the lowest similarity values is compared with a split threshold value. The region is splitted, 
if the ratio is higher than the split threshold. During the splitting process two distributions are 
calculated, the LBP distribution that defines the texture and the distribution of the color labels 
computed using the A-SKM algorithm. Merging is the second step of the image segmentation scheme 



and joins the adjacent regions that have similar color-texture characteristics by evaluating a merging 
importance (MI) value. The main novelty of this algorithm is the development of a segmentation 
scheme that adapts the importance of color and texture in the merging process based on the local color 
uniformity of the regions evaluated. This process is controlled by the weights w1 and w2 as follows: 
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where r1 and r2 are the adjacent regions under evaluation, w1 and w2 are the weights for texture and 
color distributions, KSM defines the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Metric, TDi is the texture distribution for 
region i and CDi is the color distribution for region i. The weights w1 and w2 are calculated as follows: 
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where Ni is the number of pixels in the distribution CDi. To further refine the boundaries between the 
regions resulting after merging we applied a pixel-wise classification procedure that exchanges the 
pixels situated at the boundaries between various regions. For more details about the image 
segmentation algorithm the reader can refer to [10]. 
 

3 Experiments and Results 
 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we use six representative skin lesion images 
depicted in Figs. 2 and 3. It can be noticed that the boundaries of some lesions are not well defined 
since parts of melanoma have characteristics of healthy skin tissue. To be able to determine the 
accuracy of the developed algorithm we constructed the ground truth by tracing manually the outline 
of the melanoma (see Fig. 4).  
 

   
 

   
 

   
        

Fig. 2. Skin cancer segmentation results: First 
column: Original images (from top to bottom M1, 
M2, M3). Second column: Color segmentation 
results. Third column: Image segmentation results. 

   
 

   
 

   
 

Fig. 3. Skin cancer segmentation results: First 
column: Original images (from top to bottom M4, 
M5, M6). Second column: Color segmentation 
results. Third column: Image segmentation results. 

 

The accuracy of the algorithm is determined by computing the minimum Euclidian distance between 
the white pixels situated on the border of the lesion in the ground truth image and the white pixels 
from the border of the image segmented by our algorithm. To evaluate the errors we calculated the 
standard deviation, mean and RMS errors to measure the border displacement between the ground 
truth and the segmented skin images. The experimental data is depicted in Table 1 and it can be 
noticed that accurate results were obtained for the first five-melanoma images (M1 to M5), while the 
errors obtained for M6 image are larger. This is motivated by the fact that the interface between the 
melanoma and healthy skin is very fuzzy and this made difficult to trace precisely the outline of the 
skin cancer.  



      
 

Fig. 4. Ground truth (manual annotation) for skin cancer images M1 to M6 depicted in Figs. 2 and 3. 
 

 
Table 1. Point to curve errors between the ground truth and the automatic image segmentation 

algorithm.  The mean and RMS errors are given in pixels. 
 

Conclusions 
 

The aim of this paper is to present a novel algorithm for segmentation of skin cancer images by 
evaluating adaptively the color and texture information. The main novelty of this approach is the 
development of an adaptive spatially coherent color-clustering scheme (A-SKM) that is included in 
the implementation of a color texture segmentation algorithm. The resulting color-texture algorithm 
proved to produce accurate segmentation of low-resolution skin cancer images that are defined by 
large color and texture non-uniformities. This research is on-going and we plan to investigate ways of 
improving accuracy and to evaluate the performance of our algorithm when applied to large 
collections of skin cancer images.  
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